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 Replacement parts  Table Mounts        
Independent communication for each stage of the day — 
this is our mission. Whether you want to place the device 
on top of something - even on uneven surfaces - or whet-
her you want to clamp it onto a piece of furniture, Reha-
dapt has the right solution for you — ensures very sturdy 
mounting for all types of devices.



 Our table mounts 

There are two types of table mounts which meet different needs of the benifi-
ciary and his environment. Choose between clamping and standing solutions, 
adjustability and easy transportation.

STANDS
Self-standing table mounts that hold devices on a tripod, in a 

kickstand       or on an X-frame which automatic levelling on un-
even surfaces.

CLAMPS
Table clamps are securely clamped onto a given table or arm-
rest. This saves space on the surface. Optionally they can be 

mounted on walls.
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 Highly transportable 

STANDS
Choose from different stands which are very transportable, 
height-adjustable and standing stable on even or uneven  
surfaces.

TS-FT
12.1660
Folding table stand for tablets. The hard hinged joint 
allows a multitude of angles. Holds tablets with and 
without protective case (width: 10 mm and 25 mm). 
Folds open and wraps around 9,7” tablets for easier 
transportation.

TS-GO
12.1652
Easily foldable table stand that ensures the secure 
positioning of devices. Ideal for transitions between 
different sites. Custom transportation bag included.

TS-GO Bag
02.0007
The TS-GO Bag fits the folded TS-GO perfectly to 
ensure an even easier and safer transportation.

Folds open and wraps around 9,7” 
tablets for easier transportation. 25 mm 10 mm
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 Ideal for touch devices 
TS-DC
12.1653
Table stand mount with a straight, vertical 
Tube and Universal Device Socket (UDS-22-
DC). Vibration-proof and slip-proof rubber 
feet. Height: 5 - 250 mm (3/16” - 9 13/16”).

Table stand designed for even surfaces. Pre-
vents skidding or sliding. Holds the communi-
cation device upright, flat or at any tilt angle. 
Folds flat.

Mounting in two directions for steep and flat  
device positions

Folds flat for easy 
transportation

TS-UC
12.1650

Check with UDS

TS-UC SLS
12.1655

Check with SLS
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 Replacement parts 

Foot for TS-DC/UC
01.0105
Replacement foot for Rehadapt’s TS-DC and TS-UC.



 Auto-levelling 

TS-XL
12.1602
Tabletop mounting system. X-formed frame 
with automatic surface leveling system. Device 
height: 5 - 500 mm (3/16” - 19 11/16”). Universal 
Device Socket included (UDS-22-DC).

X-formed frame with 
self-leveling mechanism.

 Replacement parts 

Foot for TS-XL
01.0106
Replacement foot for Rehadapt’s TS-XL.



M3D

TC
12.1700

Check with one 
      L-tube

TC-OH | 12.1730
Check for devices from 2 - 6 kg
     (5 - 13 lbs)

TC-OH-HD | 12.1740
Check for devices from 6 - 11 kg
     (13 - 24 lbs)

ClampOnMount
12.1760

Check with two 
      tubes

ClampOnMount 
Dual-SC
12.1770

Check with two 
      SuperClamps

Rehadapt table clamps are quick and easy to apply to boards, ta-
ble legs or other furniture through the use of the versatile Super-
Clamp. Equipped with a double-clamp UDS, they are the equiva-
lent to the Swiss Army Knife in mounting: handy in all areas.

OneHand - keeps devices floating for 
easy repositioning. Device can be moved 
90° vertically and 360° horizontally. 

2-in-1 - can be mounted on walls too!
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CLAMPS
Choose from different table clamps which are very sturdy and  
adjustable while saving space on the desk surface.



L3D

TC L3D
FM UDS
12.1721

Check one gooseneck
Check with UDS

TC L3D
1QS UDS
12.1783

Check one tube
Check with UDS

TC L3D
2QS UDS
12.1784

Check two tubes
Check with UDS

TC L3D
3QS UDS
12.1785

Check three tubes
Check with UDS

TC L3D
FM SLS
12.1722

Check one gooseneck
Check with SLS

TC L3D
1QS SLS
12.1780

Check one tube
Check with SLS

TC L3D
2QS SLS
12.1781

Check two tubes
Check with SLS

TC L3D
3QS SLS
12.1782

Check thre tubes
Check with SLS

Light 3D table mounts with one, two or three tubes each equipped 
with QuickShift joints, a SuperClamp and either a Universal De-
vice Socket (UDS) or a Spigot Link System (SLS).

L3D MC 1QS
Universal Phone Mounting Kit

14.5554
Mounting kit for mounting Reha-

dapt’s universal phone hold-
er (14.1610) anywhere. In-
cludes the MiniClamp for 
clamping on Ø13-35 mm 
tubes (1/2-1 3/8”). Rubber 
wedge for flat surfaces in-
cluded.


